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Contat binary EP And (GSC 2827-17, 1h42m29:s32, +44Æ45042:004, 2000.0, Vmax = 11:m9)was disovered by Strohmeier et al. (1955). Due to high proper motion, the system waslater misidenti�ed and designated as NSV 598 (see M�anek, 1994). Its orbital period wasreently studied by Qian & Yuan (2001). The authors onluded that the period of thesystem is inreasing at the rate dP=dt = 1:16 � 10�7 day year�1 and gave the followingquadrati ephemeris for the primary minimum:Min I = 2 442 638:5134 + 0:404110940� E + 6:44� 10�11 � E2:�9 �1 �9 (1)Apart from two photoeletri (Ho�mann, 1983) and one CCD (Diethelm, 1997) minimano photoeletri or CCD light urve of the system has been published. Therefore weinluded the system into the photoeletri monitoring of ontat binaries.New BV light urves of EP And were obtained at the Star�a Lesn�a observatory of theAstronomial Institute of the Slovak Aademy of Sienes. The observations were takenon for nights August 15, 16 and September 19, 20, 2001. The 0.6-m Cassegrain telesopeequipped with a single-hannel photoeletri photometer was used. Data redution, theatmospheri extintion orretion and transformation to the standard international BVsystem were arried out in the usual way (see Pribulla et al., 2001). GSC 2827-575 andGSC 2827-2135 were used as the omparison and hek stars, respetively. The omparisonstar was found to be stable with respet to the hek star within 0:m015 in the V passband.Our observations were used to determine 3 new minima times (Table 1) using Kwee & vanWoerden method. All BV observations, shown in Fig. 1 (with respet to GSC 2827-575),were phased using linear ephemeris:Min (I) = HJD 2 452 137:5293 + 0:40411056� E;�20 �19 (2)determined from all available photoeletri (w = 2) and CCD minima (w = 1). Theminima our at present about 0.125 of the period later than predited by ephemeris (1).The shape of the minima (Fig. 1) indiates that the system is very probably totallyelipsing. Therefore we tried to found preliminary photometri elements. Sine the binaryis rather faint its spetral type is unknown. The Tyho Catalogue (ESA, 1997) gives
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Figure 1. BV light urves of EP And with respet to GSC 2828-575 aording to ephemeris (2)
B�V = 0:626�209. Due to the large error (aused by the variability of the system) andinterstellar absorption we have estimated the intrinsi olour index from the period-olourrelation of Wang (1994): (B � V )0 = 0:062 � 1:31 logP . The resulting intrinsi olour(B � V )0 = 0:577 orresponds to the F9V spetral type and Te� = 5960 K (Popper,1980). The depth of the minima � 0:m60 limits the possible range of the mass ratios tom2=m1 > 0:3. For q > 0:35 beause of the observed depth of the minima, the elipseswould be partial. The photometri elements were determined using the 1992 version of theWilson & Devinney (1971) ode. The limb and gravity darkening oeÆients as well asbolometri albedos were �xed appropriate to the onvetive envelope and mean e�etivetemperature. The resulting photometri elements are: q = 0:34, i = 80:Æ4, �ll-out = 0.39,T2 = 6073 K. The orresponding �ts are depited in Fig. 2. Although the seondaryomponent is slightly hotter and the system is probably of W UMa type, the minima areof the same depth (due to the limb darkening). The seondary minimum (orresponding
Table 1: New times of primary (I) and seondary (II) minima obtained at the Star�a Lesn�a observatory.The standard errors of the minima are given in parentheses. The O�C residuals are given with respetto ephemeris (1) JDhel Filter Type O � C2 400 000+52137.5286(1) B I �0:052152137.5292(1) V I �0:051552138.5379(4) V II �0:053152138.5380(1) B II �0:053052173.4966(3) V I �0:050352173.4969(2) B I �0:0500
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to aepted ephemeris for this system) is the transit.

Figure 2. The best �ts of BV observations for q = 0:34. The B passband observations are shifted by0.2 in intensities for larity
The onlusive determination of the photometri elements, reliable lassi�ation of thelight urve and type of the elipses would require more numerous and preise observations.Aknowledgements. This study was supported by VEGA grant 2/1157 of the SlovakAademy of Sienes.
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